The uncertain integral linear system is the integral-augmented uncertain system to improve the resultant performance. In this note, for a MI(Multi Input) uncertain integral linear case, Utkin's theorem is proved clearly and comparatively. With respect to the two transformations(diagonalizations), the equation of the sliding mode is invariant. By using the results of this note, in the SMC for MIMO uncertain integral linear systems, the existence condition of the sliding mode on the predetermined sliding surface is easily proved.
I . I n t r o duc tio n
Recently the integral action is augmented to the variable structure system or sliding mode control to improve the output performance [ [7] . In [8] , the integral action as function of the low pass filter is employed to reduce the chattering in the control input. In [9] , the To take the advantages of the sliding mode on the predetermined sliding surface in the VSS or SMC, the existence condition of the sliding mode, Then, the integral sliding surface becomes
For the coefficient matrix of the sliding surface  , the following assumptions are made.
Assumption 1:
  has the full rank and its inverse Assumption 2:
∆ is diagonal and
∆′ is diagonal and
The VSS control input is as follows:
where  is a constant gain,
switching gain.
where min⋅ means the minimum value function and max⋅ implies the maximum value function.
control input transformation[15][17][23]
The control input is transformed as
Then, the real dynamics of  , i.e. the time derivative of  is as follows:
By (7), the real dynamics of  becomes
By (8) and (9), then one can obtain the following
The existence condition of the sliding mode is proved. 
The transformation matrix is selected as
, its proof is not sufficient. Now, the VSS control input is taken as follows:
where
The real dynamics of the sliding surface, i.e. the time derivative of  becomes 
An Example of Integral Case
The integral state is augmented as follows:
The coefficient of the sliding surface is determined 
1) control input transformation 2) sliding surface transformation 
Now, the VSS control input are taken as follows:
The real dynamics of the sliding surface, i.e. the 
Thus, Assumption A2 is satisfied. If one takes the switching gains as follows Fig. 7 and Fig. 8 
